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Today, speech analytics software solutions have the
ability to understand human emotions far better than a
human agent. Analytics has opened the flood gates for
enterprises to understand not only various emotions of
customers from their voice but also analyse if the
customer is speaking the truth or not.

Speech analytics tools that have inbuilt lie detectors
can sense lies too. In this paper, Raj Kumar Seth
explains about the role of speech analytics in the tech
support industry and gives a brief introduction to CSS
Corp’s speech analytics services

In today’s customer-centric business environment, enterprises have to continuously adapt to demanding customer
needs. Research shows 86% of consumers are willing to pay more for an upgraded experience. It is critical for
enterprises to provide unparalleled customer service to drive brand loyalty and repeat business. At the same time,
enterprises have to go beyond to delight customers so that they become brand evangelists. Speech analytics plays
a vital role in empowering customer experience professionals to serve their customers better.

Speech Analytics
Speech analytics is the procedure of obtaining information from audio conversation
between parties and analyzing it to gain business insights.
Speech analytics is performed on a specialized software that is capable of understanding languages along with
dialects and slangs. Even though obsolete, some speech analytics enterprises still convert speech into text and
running text analytics. On the other hand, today’s speech analytics tools can perform the analysis directly listening
the audio conversation.

Significance of Speech Analytics
Even in the digital age where customers can touch base with organizations through emails, tweets, web chats and
Facebook post the preferred mode of communication whilst dealing with an issue is still a telephone. Customers
wish to talk with organizations and express their concerns to resolve their respective issues.
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Today’s

Speech analytics software monitor all the calls and automate the need for quality assurance thereby
eliminating the need for manual intervention. The software’s ability to translate voice into text which is easier to
search, helps proving compliance in case of any audit or litigation.
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Speech Analytics bridges the gap between enterprises
and customers
Customer Experience is the center of the world for most of the businesses today in which contact center support
experts are striving for better customer interaction and satisfaction. Today’s businesses are recognizing that the
discussions with customers and support experts can be tapped as valuable intelligence assets that can be used to
improve customer experience. Conversations between support experts and customers can be searched, mined,
improved and put in use to enhance customer services, shorten customer interaction time thereby reducing costs.
Speech Analytics help enterprises to (a) reduce quality assurance costs through automated call scoring, (b) assess
agent performance and identify areas of improvement, (c) analyze voice of the customer to improve customer
experience and (d) reduce compliance risks associated with regulatory standards.

Enterprises deploy speech analytics to
'HOLYHUVXSHULRU&;
I. Rapid recognition of customer intent and
resolution of pressing issues
II. Quick discovery of customer irritation

6DYH&RVW
I. Operating cost control
II. Improved sales and collections by cross selling
and upselling

III. Root cause analysis of customer experience
issues
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,PSURYHVXSSRUWSURFHVV

,PSURYHGVHUYLFHSRVWXUH

I. Create and formulate workforce and support expert
improvement strategies

I. Fraud discovery and fraud related loss
prevention

II. Service calls intelligent transfer and escalation
support

II. Regulatory Compliance improvement

CSS Corp’s Speech Analytics services
CSS Corp enables businesses to utilize all available sources of customer interaction including customer call audio,
support expert notes, email, chat and customer’s social media interaction to understand customer pattern better and
aims to discover the best way to engage with customers through right channel at the right time.
Through integrated channel analytics, the voice data in conjunction with support experts’ notes, customer email,
customer chat conversation and social media sentiment leads to holistic sentiment analysis leading to customer
loyalty, churn detection and companies can devise strategies for customer retention.
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POS - Part of Speech | DTM - Document Term Frequency | TF-ID F - Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency

CSS Corp fosters excellence of audio data mining in over 25+ languages and over 100+ dialects with >95%
accuracy.
CSS Corp transcripts customer interactions in real-time; analyzes the customer sentiment and generates support
expert performance score based on the support expert’s in-call quality, thereby giving a tool to businesses to
improve customer experience.
CSS Corp’s platform is robust and cloud based to give maximum benefits to business due to pay as you go pricing.
With an ease to configure unique business requirements in the platform and putting focus in root cause analysis,
CSS Corp aims to generate customer delight in real time.
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Business benefits with CSS Corp Speech Analytics Services
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